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Mark Carney – An Apology 

 

“Q: Under what circumstances will interest rates go up ? ..So, what are the new rules ? 

 

  A: Well, the.. the essence of forward guidance hasn’t changed. At all. The essence of forward 

guidance is: the MPC won’t take risks with this recovery. Erm, and we will only raise interest rates 

when we think the economy is strong enough to withstand a rise in interest rates. What we said 

yesterday, the key message yesterday to companies and borrowers: yes, at some point interest 

rates will have to rise – but not yet and when they do rise they’ll only rise gradually and in a way 

that will continue to support the recovery and jobs, output and incomes. 

 

 Q: But you went from something quite simple – which is ‘keep your eyes on unemployment, and 

when that gets to 7% we’ll start thinking about interest rates’ to saying ‘we’re not really looking at 

anything at all, but just relax and be confident’.. It’s very nebulous  - there’s no guidance at all, 

really.” 

 

- Simon Jack interviewing Spencer Dale, Chief Economist at the Bank of England, on Radio 

4’s ‘Today’ Programme, 13th February 2014. 

 

In the last few months, in common with all other media, we may have given the impression that 
the arrival of Mark Carney at the Bank of England was akin to the Second Coming. We further 

may have led readers to believe that Mr. Carney was going to take our country to the promised 

land, a vibrant economic paradise of perpetual loveliness in which unemployment and interest 

rates could remain indefinitely low. Headlines such as “The Governor: I Want to Have Mark 

Carney’s Babies”, “I Would Willingly Sell My House and All its Contents Just to Ensure That Mark 

Carney has an even more wonderful tenure as Grand High Ming of the Universe”, “£250,000 

housing allowance ? Pish ! Make it a round £10 billion and be quick about it, my good man” and 

“Why Mark Carney is Canada’s Ryan Gosling in the UK”* may have unwittingly reinforced the idea 

that we were hopelessly and deliciously in love with the Bank of England Governor and Chairman 

of the G20’s Financial Stability Board and that Mr. Carney was adept at playing the financial media 

and the prices of all financial assets like a violin. We may also have given the impression that Mr. 

Carney’s “Forward Guidance” programme was a bold, ambitious and intelligent central bank 

innovation that was well thought through and which deserved universal respect and approbation. 

It may also seem that we were overly keen to endorse Mr. Carney as a “New Broom Sweeping 

Clean” at the Bank of England who “is clearly politically independent of the Tory chancellor who 

appointed him” and who would “be perfectly happy to raise interest rates before the next election 

to show just how politically independent he is”.  
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*An actual headline, from ‘CBC News’, whatever that is. 

Mark Carney 

 

We now realise, in the light of the past week’s events, that there was not a jot or scintilla of truth 

in the above. We are now happy to accept that Mr. Carney’s much-vaunted “Forward Guidance”, 

for example, was simply economic policy made up on the hoof which has now rightly been 

abandoned as the load of old cobblers it surely is. We are glad that the Bank of England’s new 

“simplified” revised guidance (Interest rates will remain on hold provided that the unemployment 

rate, seasonally and hedonically adjusted, falls to not less than 7.01% provided that excess 

capacity in the economy falls to between 1% and 1.5% of GDP provided that when rate rises do 

come they come at a gradual rate determined subjectively by the Governor provided that Mars is 

in the ascendant provided that the Bank of England’s stock of asset purchases is slowly tapered 

provided that x = - b + √ß³ - 4ac / y¾ + cx² unless and until hell freezes over) clarifies 

everything wonderfully. We would like to make it clear for the record that we always harboured 

grave misgivings about handing over UK monetary policy to yet another ex-Goldman Sachs staffer, 

let alone one who looks like a mischievous pixie when he squints. We hope that today’s headlines 

“Carney Carnage – Gilts, Stocks, Sterling All Over The Place as City Tries To Work Out What 

The Hell The Bank Of England Is Doing” will compensate for any misunderstanding to which our 

previous coverage may have given rise. We apologise for any confusion caused to our readers or 

indeed ourselves. 
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